
Japanese massage

Body 

massage

on the bed
- chronic fatigue 

- stiff shoulders 

- low back pain 

- stress reduction

20minutes ￥2,310 

40minutes
whole body

￥4,390 

60minutes
whole body

￥6,490

80minutes
whole body

￥8,580

100minutes
whole body

￥10,680

extension of 10 minutes ￥1,200 

Only 2 parts of the upper half 

or the lower half of the body.

:Our recommendation＊

＊

Foot massage

- swollen legs and foot 

- stiffness and dullness 

- poor blood circulation

- sleeplessness

- disorder of internal organs

20minutes
Only foot

￥2,390 

40minutes
Foot and calves

￥4,580

extension of 10 minutes ￥1,220 

:Our recommendation＊

＊

Lymphatic-
massage

for legs and 

Body massage

50minutes
body 30minutes
+ legs 20minutes

￥5,610

70minutes
body 50minutes
+ legs 20minutes 

￥7,690

Unfit condition for Japanese massage
・People who are pregnant

・People who are drunk

・People who have athlete's foot

・People who feel sick

・People who have a tattoo

・People who regularly see a doctor

※ One should not have a massage for

30minutes after eating.

※We do not give you any medical-

activities.

※We may not give you a massage

if you are in unfit conditions as above.



Japanese massage
Body 

massage 
on

the mattress
- stiff shoulders 

- low back pain

- sleeplessness 

- prevent fatness

40minutes ￥4,620 

60minutes
whole body

￥6,620

90minutes
whole body

￥9,770

extension of 10 minutes ￥1,240 

:Our recommendation＊

＊

Thai 

massage

(Stretch)

- fatigue recovery
- muscular fatigue
- sleeplessness 

- strengthen internal organs

50minutes ￥5,840 

70minutes
whole body

￥7,810

90minutes
whole body

￥9,870

120minutes
whole body

￥13,040

extension of 10 minutes ￥1,250 

＊

:Our recommendation＊

Value!
Body massage 

+ Foot massage

40minutes
body 20minutes + foot 20minutes

￥4,550 

70minutes
body 40minutes + foot 30minutes 

￥7,490

90minutes
body 60minutes + foot 30minutes 

￥9,470

110minutes
body 80minutes + foot 30minutes

￥11,440

Recommended 

special course

60minutes
・body 30minutes + foot 30minutes

・body 20minutes + foot 40minutes

・body 40minutes + foot 20minutes 

￥6,630 


